
Ride the Waves Doula 

Ridethewavesdoula.com 

 

Love the name, was surprised the famous quote wasn’t there: 

“You can’t stop the waves, but you can learn to surf” 

 

Headers: I would do one or the other of these headers, but you don’t need 

both: 

 

 

 

I would skip the whole “What is a doula” and “Why a doula” part. Go directly 

to your little intro. You do a great job of connecting to people with that intro. 

I particularly like the part about cookies. It makes you seem approachable! 

Also, nice job anticipating that they’ll wonder how to pronounce your name 

and addressing it without making a huge deal about it. 

 

Pricing is easily accessible, but it’s different in two different places: 

 



 

 

 

 

On second look, maybe they are the same but in a different order? Either 

way, it’s confusing. On desktop, the first way of presenting pricing looks nicer 

and is easier to compare plans. Aim to have each box the same length, 

though. Maybe have fuller details on each package on another page and 

change the buttons to “learn more” (And make those buttons actually go 

somewhere…) 



 

I’m not a fan of pictures behind test OR centered text. Both make things 

harder to read. In the second version, the photo repeats at different places as 

your site scales. At full screen, the text moves and the photo stays, but when 

you minimize the browser window that effect stops. 

 

I would be clearer about the difference between exercise sessions and 

prenatal visits. Be absolutely consistent in using terms one way or the other, 

and consider using “exercise session” and something like “birth preparation 

visit” every single time so there’s no confusion about what you mean by 

“prenatal session” vs “prenatal visit” 

 

Could you phrase this part: 

“either 3 prenatal corrective exercise visits or 3 postnatal corrective exercise 

visits.” 

Instead as “3 Corrective Exercise Visits, your choice of prenatal or 

postpartum.” – simpler wording and emphasizes client choice. 

 

I’m not real clear on what these visits entail – but from a potential client 

perspective, I get the tiniest bit defensive at the term “corrective” – she 

doesn’t even KNOW me but she assumes I’m doing it wrong?!?! Unless 

“Corrective exercise” is the actual name of a specific modality, could you 

name them something different, like “Adaptive Exercise” or “Customized 

Exercise” etc? 

 

I really, really like the testimonials slider. I’d include it on your contact page as 

well. If there’s any way you can remove the “by ridethewavesdoula” from 

each testimonial and have just the client name and comments that would 

look cleaner. 

 

 



Typos and small things: 

Prenatal and postnatal are always one word and not capitalized. In the US, 

postnatal is rarely used and most people use postpartum. (In the UK, 

antenatal and postnatal are the terms, which is at least consistent…but we 

don’t live there.)  

 

You don’t ever say where you do births, which means people searching for 

“Utah County Doula” etc won’t find you. 

 

You say “those who challenge societal cloaks regarding gender, age, and 

physical capabilities.” – do you intend to market towards LGBT+ families? If 

so, say that in those terms so they can find you by searching for those terms. 

Because they will be searching for it that way. You also might consider doing 

blog posts on how those with differing physical abilities can birth (for 

example: how to have an upright birth when you use a wheelchair or 

something) 

 

You’ll want to delete the test blog posts and replace them with real blog 

posts 

 

Social media links do not work.  

 

Contact *US* - if there’s only one of you, change that to “contact me” or 

simply “contact” 

 

Put quotes offset in boxes to add a graphical element and set them apart 

from your own writing. For example: 

 



 

 

Thoughts on your logo: 

 

I like it, it has energy and forward motion and the color is good. I would recommend two small tweaks: 

1. Make sure the blue behind the words “doula services” is solid to improve readability. That’s the 

biggest issue at the tail end of the word “Services” and in the capital S 

2. Not loving the font on the word “the” – I get why it’s in a different font, but everything else in 

your logo is about flow and hand drawn and then this font…isn’t. 

 

I think this logo might pair well with the sparing use of hand drawn icons like this: 

 

https://depositphotos.com/84841816/stock-illustration-maternity-icon-set-drawn-in.html 

 

and/or a font like this: 

https://fontbundles.net/skyladesign/21049-skinny-handwritten-all-caps-font-family-carley-and 

 

 

https://depositphotos.com/84841816/stock-illustration-maternity-icon-set-drawn-in.html
https://fontbundles.net/skyladesign/21049-skinny-handwritten-all-caps-font-family-carley-and

